**17th/18th April Nationals at St Louis, MO.**

A chance to show America who we are, and how we are growing. Be a true Patriot by showing your Loyalty to America, the Commander and to all white patriots.

The 35th Anniversary of the National Socialist Movement of America. As we march we have the ghosts of past comrades marching with us. The father of National Socialism Adolf Hitler, Commander Rockwell, Colonel Hoff, they are all there with us. Also the young people of the world are watching as we march. Below are the young people of Germany where thousands marched in Dresden in February. Their future is your future, and your children’s future is the future of all white patriots world wide. Hail Victory, Hail America.
Mr Wilders has benefited from the publicity provided by Dutch and international headlines that followed a decision last month to ban him from showing his anti-Muslim film, *Fitna*, in the House of Lords. His attempt to enter Britain, his detention and subsequent deportation, following an order by Jacqui Smith, the Home Secretary, have made the Dutch MP into a free speech martyr and celebrity in the Netherlands.

New opinion polling now puts Mr Wilders ahead of the Christian Democrats, who lead a coalition government. "How happy I am about this. These are of course just polls, but it is an enormous sign of confidence from the Dutch voter," said Mr Wilders. "As far as I am concerned, elections can be held tomorrow, then I will be the next premier". Polling by Maurice de Hond has predicted that the Freedom Party or PVV would take 18 per cent of the vote to win 27 seats in the 150-seat Dutch parliament. This would put Mr Wilders in the position of being a power broker and prime minister in a traditionally complicated Dutch multi-party coalition. Bans and the threat of prosecution have been the making of Mr Wilders and his Freedom Party.

The Dutch MP, who has compared the Koran to Hitler's *Mein Kampf*, began to see a rise in his popularity after an Amsterdam appeals court decided to try him for anti-Muslim comments in January. He then became an international celebrity after he was refused permission to enter Britain on public order grounds in February.

In contrast, the United States last week decided not to ban Mr Wilders after he arrived to show his anti-Muslim film on Capitol Hill at the invitation of the Republican Senator Jon Kyl. According to the Dutch newspaper *NRC Handelsblad*, only 40 people turned up to see the 15-minute film, which compares Islam to Nazism.

Editor: The Dutch Freedom party is a Dutch Nationalist party. Where the comparison of Islam to Nazism must be taken with a pinch of salt. The European media would not report this incident if the true comparison was given. The true comparison would be to compare Islam to Communism. Most of you will have read "Mein Kampf" and understand that Adolf Hitler gave us a firm bases to a natural way of life. Respect for nature and its laws. A code for us to live by. It teaches respect for ones family, women and our elders. The Koran is a book of dogmas and a very corrupt system of law. It teaches that women are second class citizens. Therefore, I do not share Mr Wilders views when he compares Islam with Nazism and don't believe that it is his true views. However, I understand why he has said it remembering that the European press is left wing anti to our beliefs, they also do not believe in free speech. Mr Wilders is one among many who are pointing out the dangers to all in Europe where there is a very strong threat from Islam on the European way of life. The culture of Europe is under threat from the never ending stream of illegal Immigrants from Africa, the Middle East and Asia. In many of Europe’s great cities these illegals are forming up into a 5th column, an enemy within.

The enemy within gets stronger every day and with the tensions building up, it is possible that the quiet Europeans will rise up against the corrupt governments of the continent, and the demise of the European Union which has in more recent times, become more of the Big Brother and like true communist they do not discuss politics reasonably but rather they shout and bluster and spread untruths. Their days are drawing to a close whilst we grow. Hail Victory!
Fraudsters in the London Banks are robbing the people.

London Banksters Buy “Regulators” The latest revelation of the total corruption and avaricious greed that has sold out our people now comes from a whistleblower in London who exposes the fact that the British government agency supposedly protecting the people from financial crimes was being paid off in every employee’s paycheck! An unidentified whistleblower brought this information to a member of Parliament, Michael Fallon. Otherwise, we’d never have known. The fish is rotting from the head. Because “The City”, London’s financial nexus, is so one center of power affecting the entire White world’s economy, this story concerns us all.

A WHISTLEBLOWER has exposed how Britain’s financial watchdog allowed banks to influence the bonuses and career prospects of its staff. The Financial Services Authority (FSA), which presided over the banking collapse, gave financial institutions a formal role in determining the pay of the very regulators tasked with overseeing them. The disclosure unmasks the cosy relationships created when Gordon Brown swept away the Bank of England’s supervisory role in 1997, paving the way for the excesses of the credit boom to grow unchallenged. The whistleblower, a former FSA official, turned to Michael Fallon MP, deputy chairman of the Commons Treasury committee, to shine a light on the close ties between the watchdog and the banking industry. Fallon has said that allowing banks to report on the FSA’s staff is “monstrous” and has attacked Hector Sants, chief executive of the City watchdog, who dismissed the allegations when quizzed on the procedure last month. “This practice perfectly illustrates how the City watchdog became a lapdog to the banks,” Fallon said.

Recent claims to the committee by another whistleblower, Paul Moore, that he had been sacked after warning about excessive risk-taking at HBOS, led to the resignation of Sir James Crosby as deputy head of the FSA. Crosby was previously chief executive of HBOS. The latest whistleblower, who has provided evidence to The Sunday Times, said financial institutions are asked for “feedback” on FSA staff charged with supervising them. The comments are considered for appraisals used to decide pay and bonuses. Fallon said the system was a “disincentive” to challenge the banks.

The whistleblower claims: FSA staff were anxious not to antagonise the banks because of the potential impact on pay. The FSA’s regulatory staff were warned “not to frighten the horses” during visits to financial institutions because it relied on their cooperation. The FSA ethos was that it was “to serve” the industry which fully funded it. (…) “The FSA was in thrall to the industry,” said the insider. “The consensus was you don’t rock the boat. If a firm complained, you could get marked down on your appraisal. It was deluded and immoral.” (…) Fallon challenged Sants, the FSA chief executive, over his staff appraisal scheme at a select committee hearing last month, warning that any feedback from firms for appraisals might act as a “strong disincentive” to robust regulation.

Sants appeared to suggest that financial firms provided feedback only for staff in non-supervisory roles. But on Friday the FSA confirmed that “all supervisory staff are subject to feedback”. A spokeswoman said: “The firms should be able to provide feedback on how well you are doing your job as a supervisor. It has an impact on everything relating to that member of staff.” The FSA insisted feedback played only a small part in pay appraisals. Other indicators were also used, such as peer review and specific objectives. “The performance of supervisors will be far more negatively assessed if they do not challenge firms appropriately. The entire culture of the FSA is to encourage supervisors to be extraordinarily robust,” the spokeswoman said. “It is entirely appropriate that stakeholders should be asked for their views. It is completely untrue that this would be a disincentive to challenge firms. If they got negative feedback, their manager would have the wit to realise the firm was being partial.” She denied any suggestion that the FSA’s relationship with financial firms had been too close: “We do not serve the firms. We are there to protect consumers and promote efficient and orderly markets.” The FSA said it had acknowledged weaknesses in its supervisory processes in the past but now considered it was very robust in challenging and supervising financial firms.
Government paying blacks to move into white neighborhoods.

Every now and then a news item surfaces which gives White people a glimpse of the actual Agenda, open and unadorned, not hidden in the code words and the bureaucratic BS. That happened recently in Dallas.

An article in the Dallas News reports “The Dallas Housing Authority board of commissioners plans to create a separate new waiting list for special rental assistance vouchers that can only be used by low-income black residents who move to predominately white neighborhoods. The DHA, whose board of commissioners gave approval for the new list Wednesday, is not yet accepting applications for the housing assistance. Federal approval is needed.”

I’m sure obtaining that approval will be no trouble at all under the Reign of Obama. So you not only might lose your job in the Depression, the government might decide to make your life hell by moving a family with a wild collection of uncontrolled picaninnies and teenage gang bangers right next to you.

The Dallas News goes on: “The agency already has 8,000 families on a waiting list for general rental assistance that can be used anywhere. But it cannot find enough qualified families on that list to use the last 500 of 3,205 special rent vouchers from a court settlement designed to desegregate public housing.”

OK, let’s lay this on the line. “Low-income black residents” means ghetto scum. Drug addicts, criminals, petty thieves, gang-bangers, rapper wannabes with their pants way down, 17 year-old welfare mammys with three squalling picaninies, winos, crack babies, 6-foot 200-pound 15-year old males in the schools hunting for white girls, syringes all over the ground, gunshots in the night, car break-ins, burglaries and home invasions.

The people on the Dallas Housing Authority should know this. They have to. They are, after all, the Housing Authority and they deal with Negroes every day. They cannot plead ignorance as to who and what these creatures are. Nobody expects them to admit it publicly, of course, but they know.

And they are deliberately bringing these animals into white neighborhoods, as a matter of state policy, knowing full well what the likely results will be. Perhaps the employees are all Black employees who see this as revenge or crazy young liberals “on a mission.” I would hate to think any sane White person would do this to his own people.

Our government, the people who rule us, are trying to destroy us in the name of “Diversity.” They are deliberately turning savages loose in previously habitable districts, knowing full well that they will kill, rob, rape, peddle drugs and destroy.

All this could soon be in your neighborhood very near you. Just another disadvantage of good old diversity.

Answer the call of your Country. AMERICA needs you. Join the NSM soon. IN FACT JOIN TODAY.
Comrades,

This year's NSM National Meeting/35th Anniversary of the NSM April 17th and 18th, in the St. Louis area will likely be the largest NSM National meeting to date. Registrations for the event have already surpassed previous years, and a number of people are still registering at the last minute to attend. This will not be the year anyone wants to miss! Attend the meeting, then rally with us the next day under the Arch!

This year's Nationals is open to known Comrades from allied groups, and supporters who wish to attend, so long as they have their registration slips in to HQ before the event. The Rally under the Arch is an open invitation to all Pro-White activists, and American Patriots, as well as the after-party event hosted at a secure location.

The purpose of this e-mail is to bring attention to the van/carpools from around the Nation that are attending Nationals. Some van pools are full, yet others still have open seats, and all people would need is some gas money to ride along. I know of van pools going from Detroit, Mississippi, Georgia, Ohio, Iowa, Kansas, South Carolina, and elsewhere so if anyone has open seats, or carpool options available, or still needs a ride, speak up and get connected. There is a carpool section on the NSM Forum where people can post, or contact your local chapter to see who has space available.

Want to see the NSM in action, been watching us from the sidelines for years, or just want to take part in standing up for our Race and Nation? Now is the time! See you on the Frontlines...

Video advertisement for the event:

More details at www.nsm88.org --

Commander Jeff Schoep
"If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem."
National Socialist Movement www.nsm88.org
Non-Kosher Hot Dog Incites Rage At Jewish Eatery
Owner Of Shawarma King Restaurant In Brooklyn Brandished Electric Knife To Fend Off Enraged Customers

It was an all-out frankfurter frenzy this week at a popular Jewish restaurant in Brooklyn, as a certain hot dog caused a near-riot. It's not what you would expect: a worker in a NYC eatery caught on tape fending off a group of Jewish patrons with an electric knife.

"I was petrified – stuff was going through my mind," a patron who didn't want his name used said. "I want to live. I don't want to get stabbed for a hot dog." The long-time patron says the chaos broke out when he and a rabbi noticed the frankfurters on the grill were non-Kosher, in a restaurant that's supposed to be dishing out the Kosher variety. "The package didn't look Kosher," the patron said. "It was the last piece in the package." Some customers were quick to defend the worker, who was surrounded by, according to some witnesses, a hundred enraged people. "He just got angry," the patron said. "He wasn't about to do anything to the guys."

The rabbi, who originally certified the Shawarma King restaurant Kosher, has written a letter to the community in a Jewish newspaper. In the letter, he calls the frankfurter mix-up a "terrible mistake." "It was a one-time incident," Borough Park resident Yosi Stern, who translated the Yiddish letter for CBS 2, said. "They caught it before it was even served to the consumers." The rabbi tells the community that a worker was sent out to buy hot dogs, and that he went to the wrong market and bought non-Kosher hot dogs. Neighbors say the owner is an honest man. "He's a very religious man," one neighbor says. "He studies every morning, and he's not the type of guy to fool people."

The popular spot on 13th Avenue was shut down for several days as rabbis examined the premises for non-Kosher food, and threw out equipment that came in contact with the uncertified meat. Customers, and the restaurant's owner, say they're hoping similar incidents don't come up in the future. The restaurant's owner says that, in addition to throwing out equipment, utensils were cleansed with a flame to purge any pieces of the non-Kosher food.

The Magic of March

During the month of March several great National Socialist events happened. NSM Missouri held a State meeting/working weekend. The held a tribute celebration of Cmd Rockwell’s Birthday. A full report from SS Lt Boswell can be read on the HQ Website. We are all looking forward to the Nationals and meeting up with old friends. With NSM Missouri hosting it we know it will be a great success. Also Congratulations to Springfield Unit on their White Power World Wide day. A welcome to the five new members who attended the Oath ceremony.

From California came the news of a new chapter in the bay area. We send racial greetings to NorCal Unit and congratulate to ST Jeff Hall and all members of NSM California.
No Black Cars allow in America

As if liberals don’t micro-manage our lives enough already, they want to tell us what color car we can drive. Apparently it’s not enough to tell people how big a water tank their toilet can have, they liberals want more power and control over us. Liberals demand that businesses hire certain percentages of Blacks and Latinos regardless of how unqualified they might be (or how MORE qualified the Whites applying for those jobs are).

On a recent radio show, Rush Limbaugh observed “If California regulators get their way, auto makers may soon be forced to rewrite a cliche from the Ford Model T era and start telling customers they can have any color they want as long as it isn’t black. Some darker hues will be available in place of black, but right now they are identified internally at paint suppliers with names such as ‘mud-puddle brown’ and are truly ugly substitutes for today’s rich ebony hues. So buy a black car now, because soon they won’t be available or will look so putrid you won’t want one. And that’s too bad, because paint suppliers say black is the second- or third-most popular vehicle color around the world. The problem stems from a new ‘cool paints’ initiative from the California Air Resources Board. CARB wants to mandate the phase-in of heat-reflecting paints on vehicle exteriors beginning with the ‘12 model year, with all colors meeting a 20% reflectivity requirement by the ‘16 model year.”

Someone should tell Obama and the liberals that the LAST thing American corporations need right now is more oppressive government control and more restrictions. Dictating what color cars can be produced is a hassle our nearly bankrupt Big Three automakers don’t need right now. Much more serious than this are the Obama administration’s plans to go full speed ahead with CO2 restrictions on US manufacturing.

Global temperatures have been dropping for at least six years now, but Obama and the liberals are clinging to their Global Warming Theory like some drug-addled hippie clings to his bell-bottoms. CO2 levels are still less than one tenth of one percent. Plants naturally turn CO2 back into oxygen. If there’s an increase in CO2, the plants grow a little faster and keep up with it. The level of CO2 has not increased to one or two percent or even half a percent. The liberal hysteria over a trace natural gas that gets processed naturally by plants and trees is sheer lunacy.

Why are the liberals so determined to push Global Warming and CO2 restrictions? The top Democrats want more power and control. Any corporation that does not donate enough money to the Democrats will get hit with huge fines for producing “too much” CO2. That’s what Democrat politics are all about. Give them money, or they’ll fine you or ban black cars or make life miserable for you, which is what liberals have always done best.

Elderly Woman raped by young Black in Grand Prairie, Tx.

GRAND PRAIRIE, Texas - Grand Prairie police are looking for a man who conned his way into an elderly woman’s home. They said he sexually assaulted her and set her on fire. According to police, the incident happened Monday at about 2 p.m. in the 1800 block of Sunnyvale Road. The man allegedly knocked on the woman’s door and introduced himself as Daniel, a 22-year-old college student from Chicago. He said he was staying at an area motel and he was trying to talk to people to earn points for a communications exercise, police said. But, police said after the woman let him into her home he assaulted her and poured rubbing alcohol on her chest. He set her on fire, they said.

The woman was taken to a local hospital with second degree burns from her stomach to chin. She told police her attacker was a black male who was between 20 and 25 years old. He weighed about 160 to 190 pounds and stood between 6 and 6 feet 4 inches tall. He wore a white shirt and multicolored paints. His hair was styled in short, tight corn rows.
The Holocaust. How Many?

Several years ago, the famous best-selling author David Irving came out against the decades-old Jewish claim that they were deliberately "mass-murdered" during World War Two. Irving was well-established as an historian and is probably the most knowledgeable person on the face of the earth when it comes to World War Two history. Of course, none of that mattered to the Jews, who immediately declared Irving an anti-Semite, hater and all the other smear words that are applied to people who tell the truth about the Jews. Irving was thrown in prison in Austria, marking a dark chapter in Western history as a political dissident, trying to bring the truth to the public was crushed by Jewish-coerced oppression.

Some people have tried to play word-games when dealing with the Holocaust. Irving for example has tried claiming that he believed in a (redefined) Holocaust (minus the mass murders). This obviously did him no good whatsoever. The Jews had the Austrian government lock him up regardless. His little semantics game failed and - even worse- it confuses the issue. It is foolish to attack the Holocaust in such a confusing manner. Everyone equates the Holocaust with the mass murder of Jews. No mass murder of Jews = No Holocaust. It’s that simple. Claiming the “Holocaust” still took place —with “Holocaust” meaning some Jews were locked up in concentration camps and inconvenienced during the war is ludicrous. Either the Holocaust happened as advertised or it didn’t, and the REAL evidence is that it didn’t.

Some Jews died during the war –mostly due to side effects of the Allied bombings which led to Typhus outbreaks. Then again, a number of Japanese-Americans died of heart attacks or stress while being uprooted and locked up by FDR in the US. I don’t see Jewish lives as being more important than Japanese lives so why should history books obsess over the fate of Jews and not Japanese? The Japanese did not suffer a “Holocaust” when FDR locked them into concentration camps. That’s a reasonable measure taken against people who are enemy aliens. The Jews played a BIG role in the Communist movement in Europe and were clear enemies of the new German Reich (and White people in general). They belonged in prison during a war.

The Jews want people to think that their political opponents are “mass murderers” or potential mass murderers. This is why anti-Semitism has been neutered ever since World War Two. If we ever want to root out Jewish control of the mass media and government, we need to expose the Holocaust lie so that being an anti-Semite is no longer equated with mass murder. Isn’t it curious how the many enemies of the White Race from Reverend Wright to La Raza to Robert Mugabe are never given the same negative press as someone who rightly points out the many evils of the Jews? The Feminists have a similar strategy in which they try to portray all young White men in college as “potential rapists.” You have to stand up to these LIARS and call them out on their lies. The Blacks are statistically the most likely rapists and the Jewish Communists were the biggest murderers of innocent people in European history. The Germans were trying to liberate the people of Europe from Jewish tyranny and oppression. The enormous evil of the post-war period and the continuing Jewish attempts to destroy the White Race through race-mixing and flooding White nations with Third World immigration are all the proof we need of which side was right and which side was wrong.

Plaques from Auschwitz. Was four million now showing one and a half million.